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ABSTRACT
The increasingly competitive environment pressures telecom-
munications service providers to reduce their concept-to-
market time. This time is influenced by a multitude of fac-
tors. For the benefit of telecom service designers, this paper
focuses on increasing the degree of automation, offering team
collaboration capabilities and bridging heterogeneous tech-
nologies. To address these factors, we propose a model-based
meta-tool approach, which rapidly and iteratively generates
particular tools for software languages. Each language is
specific to one of the viewpoints involved in the definition of
a service, as identified in the Intelligent Network Conceptual
Model. A flexible language prototype for service designers,
that blends a higher degree of formality with creative free-
dom, has already been implemented. The integration of first
collaboration capabilities, defined and tooled, into this lan-
guage, by including the rationale behind the designers’ de-
cisions, is currently being pursued. A second language pro-
totype, for network designers, together with syntactic and
semantic (partial) automatic interoperability between these
two viewpoints, are also proposed.
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1. KEY ISSUES OF TELECOM SERVICES
Imagine yourself in the comfort of your hotel conference

room, in, say, Cape Town. As a service customer, your hotel
offers you, as an end-user, Internet access and other telecom
services through a solution and service provider, e.g. BT or
NeoTel. You can work securely and collaboratively, through
a Virtual Private Network (VPN) [19], at your newly funded
project with your team based at, say, Paris, and your aca-
demic or industrial partners from e.g. Romania, New York
and Tokyo. You should have access at your required docu-
ments and services even if, say, there were a storm in New
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York and the VPN server was temporary brought down.
This depends on the quality of service the VPN provider
offers. At the same time, you are talking, using a Voice over
IP (VoIP) phone system, e.g. Skype, with your life partner,
which is in the city center and tries to decide for which June
2010 World Cup football match he/she should buy tickets.
While doing all these seemingly simple and fairly common
activities, you are transparently using telecom services, im-
plemented on computer networks managed by, say, Cisco.

End-users or customers, however, do not need to be aware
how these services work. A telecom service becomes more
and more complex, growing until mature enough to be adopted.
To date, the majority of service designers capture its func-
tional and non-functional requirements in natural language
descriptions and free-form diagrams. Most often, network
designers have to implement its design as a distributed set
of components. Finally, network operators select, configure
and deploy the physical entities and protocols of the service.

This method, proposed by the ITU-T Intelligent Network
Conceptual Model (INCM) [21], still presents several prob-
lems, such as the long concept-to-market time of new ser-
vices. It is mainly influenced by the following factors:

1) The low reusability rate of documents and diagrams pro-
duced by service designers;

2) Numerous errors introduced by the ambiguity of natural
language in specifications;

3) The difficulty of communicating and remembering about
design decisions taken collaboratively;

4) The diversity and specificity of types of jobs, viewpoints
involved in the method.

The concept-to-market time is also affected by properties of
services themselves, like:

a) The augmenting number of services being deployed on
the same platform increases the probability of undesired
(feature) interactions and incoherence;

b) The variety of heterogeneous technologies used to imple-
ment a service introduces interoperability concerns;

c) Increasing expectations of users induce a higher degree
of service creation complexity.

The INCM is just a framework of thought. It is not an ar-
chitecture, it does not provide tools, or means to check, vali-
date, or ensure coherence. We argue that one way to reduce



the concept-to-market time is by building flexible collabora-
tive domain specific modeling languages (DSMLs) for each
viewpoint involved in the creation of a telecom service, as
identified in the INCM. Using model-based meta-tools, that
rapidly and iteratively generate DSML associated tools, will
allow more rapid and iterative prototyping and integration
of end-users’ feedback.

Using the INCM as a guide, we propose some of these
tools as part of our approach. As our work has begun in the
context of an industrial project with a major telecom service
provider, we focus on one specific view, the one for service
designers, and its interactions with adjacent views in the
INCM. In the remaining of this position paper, we present
our INCM case study in Section 2. We refine the problem
identified in this introduction section into four issues and
propose roadmaps to each of them, indicating partial results,
in Section 3. We synthesize our proposed solutions into a
larger method in Section 4 and conclude on future work in
the last section.

2. CASE STUDY: THE INTELLIGENT NET-
WORK CONCEPTUAL MODEL

To address the increasing degree of complexity of telecom
services, the ITU-T has introduced the Intelligent Network
Conceptual Model (INCM) [21], as ’a framework for the de-
sign and description of the IN architecture’. It consists of
four ’planes’, or viewpoints [16], each refining the service
definition from the previous, upper-level plane and defining
a specific and dedicated type of job:

• The Service Plane describes a service from the cus-
tomer’s high level point of view, in natural language.
It contains no information about the implementation;

• The Global Functional Plane (GFP) models a service
as a chain of Service Independent Building Blocks (SIB),
eventually using a formal method. A chain of SIBs con-
stitutes the global service logic. It is the responsibility
of the service designer;

• The Distributed Functional Plane (DFP) describes the
software implementation of the service as a distributed
set of functional entities. Each SIB is constituted from
a sequence of actions executed in functional entities. It
is the responsibility of the network designer;

• The low-level Physical Plane describes the implemen-
tation of the DFP on distributed physical machines. It
identifies the physical entities, protocols and resources.
It is the responsibility of equipment suppliers and net-
work operators.

We propose to refine the long concept-to-market time prob-
lem, identified in the previous section, into four issues, in the
case of the INCM:

I) Problems 4 and b have as central point heterogene-
ity. We regroup them into defining a service in such a
manner as to allow separation between any of the four
planes of INCM, thus ensuring separation between het-
erogeneous technologies and types of jobs.

II) Problems 1, 2 and c are caused by the lack of domain
specificity, low formality and automation. Therefore,
we regroup them into offering to each viewpoint a com-
puter tool specific to its domain.

III) Problem 3 is related to capturing and using team com-
munication and decisions about artifacts; this is a con-
cern transversal to all planes of INCM.

IV) Previous issue I introduces a complementary one. It
is not enough to provide a separation between planes,
at the same time, this separation must ensure that the
artifacts produced at adjacent planes are coherent, con-
sistent, compatible and interoperable.

3. HOW TO REDUCE THE CONCEPT-TO-
MARKET SERVICE TIME?

3.1 Separating the GFP from the DFP
To follow the INCM recommendations, we defend the sep-

aration between the artifacts defined at adjacent planes. As
we focus on the GFP, this becomes a need to model the
SIBs at the GFP separately from their implementation at
the DFP. However, means to ensure the coherence of arti-
facts from the two planes are also needed.

Our research question for issue I thus becomes: How to
define the Global Functional Plane, so as to allow
both independence and communication, between it-
self and its adjacent (Service and Distributed Func-
tional) Planes?

We contend that defining the GFP of a telecom service
using the Platform Independent Models (PIMs) from the
Model Driven Engineering (MDE) approach enables the in-
dependence of the GFP artifacts from the DFP ones. As
well, it permits a relation easier to maintain, more autom-
atized and coherent, with the artifacts at the DFP, imple-
mented as the Platform Specific Models (PSMs) from the
MDE approach.

We have already implemented the artifacts from the GFP
as PIMs, for the case of a VPN [4]. Figure 1 presents a VPN
example defined at the GFP and the DFP. We design the
artifacts at the GFP using a domain specific modeling lan-
guage (Section 3.2). As discussed in more detail in Section
3.4, we will require a second modeling language to create the
PSMs of the DFP. We haven’t yet defined this second lan-
guage and that is why the example at the DFP in Figure 1
is only illustrative, inspired by Cisco. To date, we generate
Smalltalk code instead of PSMs, using OpenArchitecture-
Ware [9] as a meta-tool.

3.2 Defining the Flexible Domain Specific Mod-
eling Language for Service Design

In the INCM, each plane has a vocabulary, a language,
partially common with that of another viewpoint, partially
specific. Consequently, our research question for issue II
becomes: How to define a modeling language from
the existing language of a particular viewpoint, such
that it facilitates its adoption by the professionals
doing that type of job?

A Domain Specific Modeling Language (DSML) [6] is de-
fined in such a way that integrates the vocabulary specific
to a viewpoint, to a domain. We argue that defining a
DSML, using model-based meta-tools, facilitates its adop-
tion. Meta-tools enable rapid and interactive prototyping
and thus rapid integration of feedback from designers.

We have implemented a DSML prototype for designing
VPNs at the GFP [3]. We chose to implement it as a visual
modeling language to lower the difficulty of service designers
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Figure 1: The GFP implemented with PIMs and the
DFP implemented with PSMs.

to create domain specific entities [15], i.e. services. We use
a model-based approach, in which the abstract syntax is de-
fined by means of a meta-model (MM), presented in Figure
2. Starting from this MM, we generated a visual editor, that
also provides the possibility of specifying OCL constraint
rules, using TOPCASED [8] as a meta-tool. Using this edi-
tor, service designers can select the entities specific to a VPN
and connect them by predefined relationships. Although the
designers have a high degree of liberty, they must pay at-
tention to the semantics of each entity and relationship, as
this will be used to generate PSMs at the DFP.

We expect our DSML to offer, ”through appropriate no-
tations and abstractions, expressive power focused on [...] a
particular problem domain” [6]. Due to its ease of use by ser-
vice designers, its increase in reusability (i.e. the modeled
entities conserve domain knowledge), its power of artifact
generation and of checking, the DSML will determine a pro-
ductivity increase. A DSML also introduces more formality
than natural language descriptions and free-form diagrams.
This formality enables domain-specific verifications and as-
sistance, thus reducing the number of errors. However, in
the exploratory phases of service design, it is important that
techniques and associated tools allow designers (collabora-
tive) creative freedom. Therefore, a compromise between
the creative freedom and the degree of formality is needed.
Consequently, the DSML for service designers is a flexible
modeling tool, a blend between the creative liberty offered to
designers and the formal semantics of the modeled entities.

However, the design, implementation and maintenance of
a DSML and its associated tools is costly. To reduce this

Figure 2: Abstract syntax of the DSML prototype
for VPN design.

cost, we use model-based meta-tools, that enable iterative
definition of the DSML and rapid generation of associated
and specific tools. Nevertheless, the complexity of the lan-
guage tools we can generate using this approach is limited
by the meta-tools, which are not yet in their maturity (cf.
the TOPCASED limitation in [3]).

3.3 Enhancing a DSML with Collaborative Ca-
pabilities

As part of their collaborative activities, professionals need
to communicate and especially provide justifications about
the decisions they have made. For example, a study [13]
on the information needs of software developers finds that
the most absent information is about design and program
behavior. Dutoit et al. [7] define Design Rationale (DR)
as ’the justification behind decisions’, as ’the reasoning that
goes into determining the design of the artifact’.

To facilitate the interactions between designers and supply
the information they need, we propose to offer them the
possibility of specifying the rationale behind their decisions
and adding annotations with social tagging [20]. This is a
concern that appears at each plane of the INCM, transversal
to all planes. As previously, we restrict here to the GFP.

Therefore, the research question associated with the issue
III becomes: How to include annotations and rationale
about designed artifacts in the service designer’s
DSML? How are designers influenced by rationale
in their reuse of designed artifacts?

We propose to integrate a MM for annotations and ratio-
nale in the MM defining the abstract syntax of the DSML
for service designers, in order to increase the reusability of
designed artifacts.

Dutoit et al. [7] argue DR supports collaboration, by:
promoting coordination in design teams, exposing differing
points of view, facilitating participation and collaboration
and building consensus. They also indicate other uses of
DR, related to supporting knowledge transfer, among which
reuse [17]. Consequently, we expect that integrating DR into
our approach will increase the reusability of SIBs, designers



will capitalize on past experience, thus reducing the design
time and the concept-to-market time of new services.

Moreover, integrating the DR MM into the abstract syn-
tax MM means that the DR tools, that will be generated
from the integrated MM, will be thus integrated with the
language tools. We hope this will stimulate designers to
capture DR [2]. For example, Figure 1 presents collabora-
tion indicators, inspired from [23], annotating the entities.
We use a red ball for open and a green ball for closed issues,
and yellow notes for comments. However, adapting exist-
ing DR representation schema into MMs involves making
choices: some concepts from the schema will not appear in
the MM, some relations from the schema cannot be mod-
eled in the MM because of the limitations of the meta-MM
to which the MM conforms.

3.4 Providing Syntactic and Semantic Inter-
operability between Two DSMLs

The approach proposed by INCM implies a refinement
process in four viewpoints and three refinements. Because
it is a refinement process, one may think that the language
for a viewpoint that is farther in the refinement process in-
cludes the entire language of a viewpoint that is closer in the
process. This is not the case: while there is a common set
of entities between, for example, the language of the service
designer and that of the network designer, each of them has
its own, specific vocabulary.

Thus, the research question related to issue IV becomes:
How can one ensure syntactic and semantic inter-
operability between the artifacts defined with the
DSMLs for the GFP and the DFP respectively?

We investigate capturing the common vocabulary between
the DSMLs for the GFP and DFP, using model transfor-
mations enhanced with ontologies. This ensures syntactic
and respectively semantic interoperability between artifacts
conceived with the two DSMLs and between their associ-
ated tools, in a manner that is flexible to change and allows
coherency analysis between views.

4. META-TOOLS FOR LANGUAGE ENGI-
NEERING

We have generated a visual editor for the service designers’
DSML. Using the same approach, we will generate a second
editor for the network designers’ DSL. Between these two
DSLs, we will define a model transformation enriched with
ontologies. We argue that, if software compilers, that trans-
late from a high level of abstraction language into machine
language, are considered tools, any other means of imple-
menting language translations be considered tools as well.
Consequently, model transformations may be seen as tools
(in [5], Section 6.3, transformation systems are said to be
often referred to as open compilers). It follows also that
language translation implemented as template-based code
generation may be seen as a tool. In the real-world refine-
ment process of the INCM, there is also a need to generate
code from certain entities defined using a DSL, into general
purpose programming languages. That is why we include in
our approach code generation as a tool as well.

The general accepted meaning of a meta-tool is a tool that
allows specification and generation of another tool. For ex-
ample, in [18] is proposed a semantically configurable code-
generator generator (CGG) that creates Java code genera-

tors, or in [11] is presented Marama, a suite of meta-tools
that permits rapid specification of notational elements, meta-
models, view editors and view-model mappings, and that
provides model transformation and code generation support.

The main advantages of using meta-tools are:

• The rapid building and low cost of tools;

• The simple changing process, that consists in updat-
ing only the specification, i.e. either MM, or model
transformation, or template.

So a meta-tool based approach is well suited for an iterative
approach of telecom service creation. However, meta-tools
also have disadvantages:

• When using several meta-tools as a chain, inputing
the output of one into another, we felt the need for a
framework;

• We would like to define multiple views on a MM, for
example, work only with the DR part of the MM, and
then integrate it into the main MM;

• We would also find useful the possibility to integrate a
part of the MM (e.g. the DR MM) into MMs of several
DSLs, in a cross-cutting (AOP-like) manner [22];

• As meta-tools are generic, they sometimes have poor
configuration power, and the generated tools are not
as specific as we would like them to be.

As meta-tools to specify, generate and execute the tools
necessary to our approach, we are investigating: TOPCASED
to generate visual editors for the DSLs, ATL [12] to specify
and execute model transformations, OpenArchitectureWare
to specify and execute template-based code generation.

5. FUTURE WORK
In this position paper, we focused on the Telecommunica-

tions service domain, via the INCM, to defend tool interop-
erability and meta-modeling and to instantiate them more
rapidly and efficiently for designers. We identified several
factors that induce the long concept-to-market time of new
telecommunications services. We refined and grouped them
into four issues. To tackle them in an integrative manner,
we defended using model-based meta-tools to specify and
generate tools for DSLs. As our case study is the viewpoint
of service designers in the INCM, we implemented a flexible
prototype for their domain specific modeling language.

Our plan for the future consists in addressing:

• The interaction between the Global Functional Plane
and the Service Plane. Because the customer is present
at the Service Plane, an even higher flexibility and
liberty of language and tools are needed [1].

• The ease of adoption of our flexible DSML by service
designers, e.g. by applying cognitive dimensions [10].

• The integration of collaborative capabilities into our
DSML. We plan to define a Design Rationale meta-
model after one of the main rationale argumentative
representation schemas. This MM will be integrated,
together with the MM for annotations, in the abstract
syntax MM of the DSML for service designers. Start-
ing from this MM, we will be able to systematically
generate the language environment. We may consider
reusing or implementing a rationale inference engine.



• The interoperability between two DSMLs. Either a
tool or a method for managing ontologies together with
model transformations will be selected.

Our proposal could be investigated in other domains as
well. For example, interoperability and flexibility are also
major concerns in modern Information Systems (IS). Evolu-
tion of an IS should be a continuous process, and thus tools
need to be iteratively adapted as well. Enterprise architects
are pressured hardly to react to changing requirements, but
fully integrated tools are not still mature. Several views
are also considered in IS, e.g. ArchiMate(R) [14] offers a
language standard, supported by different tool vendors, for
describing respectively business processes, applications, and
technological infrastructure.
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